
Grow your client insights and action by working with their full embodied intelligence
Increase the impact of your coaching and build your practice at the leading edge

Create unique value with embodied leadership in your coaching portfolio 

PRACTITIONER ACCREDITATION PROGRAM

Our VerticalQ methodology enables people to access their whole-body intelligence - head, 
heart, gut - and is highly effective in supporting individuals and teams to lead through 
increasing complexity.

AN INNOVATIVE 
EMBODIED ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

ACCREDITATION
OPPORTUNITY

Leadership Coefficient is offering coaches and consultants the 
opportunity to accredit in our VerticalQ methodology. 

Offering VerticalQ in your practice is a value-add differentiator and 
an attractive opportunity for growth.    

THE  VERTICALQ
PRACTITIONER ACCREDITATION PROGRAM

In this program you will experience for yourself the impact of working with the whole body 
intelligence. You will discover how our body intelligence is so quick that it generates awareness 
and change much faster than working only with the head. You will learn how to use VerticalQ to 
coach both individuals and teams, powerfully generating personal insight, revealing team 
dynamics and developing systemic intelligence. 

The pathway to becoming an accredited VerticalQ Practitioner involves:

A 1-DAY INTRODUCTORY WORKSHOP

Experience a VerticalQ multiple brains assessment and receive your personal profile 

Learn about our 3 Intelligence Centres and the Nine VerticalQ Dimensions 

Understand how the VerticalQ constellation models support teams in self-discovery and collaboration

Leadership Coefficient offers an innovative multiple brains assessment methodology that 
reveals an individual’s inner strengths and leadership preferences through the natural 
intelligence of the body. 

Assess the VerticalQ accreditation program and business opportunity



WHO WE ARE LEADERSHIP COEFFICIENT PTY LTD

+ 61 (0)2 8231 6665

info@leadershipcoefficient.com

https://leadershipcoefficient.com

At Leadership Coefficient we are experienced consultants, facilitators 
and certified coaches.  Our global team members have broad business 
backgrounds and international experience in senior corporate roles. 
In particular we are practitioners in the work of VerticalQ, the Coaches 
Training Institute, the Center for Right Relationship and the Presencing 
Institute for Theory U.
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THREE 2-DAY WORKSHOPS

1 Foundational principles of collective leadership and systemic intelligence. Insights 
from neuroscience on our embodied intelligence power centres. Discovery of self and 
others through the VerticalQ dimensions and team models. How to perform a VerticalQ 
assessment and the impact of this experience.  

2 Deepening principles of collective leadership and systemic intelligence. Reading and 
understanding people at a body intelligence level. Performing an individual VerticalQ 
assessment and coaching debrief. Interpreting a VerticalQ team constellation and coaching 
the system to reveal it to the client.

3 Systemic intelligence in leading transformation. Coaching from the lens of wholistic VerticalQ
profiles. Interpreting and coaching advanced VerticalQ team constellations. Performing body 
coaching that accelerates insight and action and develops your client’s embodied leadership.

Experience a VerticalQ assessment and discover your 4 most preferred leadership dimensions

Discover experientially how VerticalQ creates visibility of individual leader and team strengths

Facilitate dialogue on principles of collective leadership and systemic intelligence

Perform and debrief an individual embodied leadership assessment

Discuss, market and grow your practice through the unique value of VerticalQ

Develop and interpret a VerticalQ team constellation, coach the system and make systemic 
interventions to reveal team dynamics and systemic patterns for your clients

Perform embodied coaching that works with the whole body intelligence to generate awareness 
and change faster than working only with the head

Become part of a global network and community of VerticalQ practitioners

Enjoy ongoing development to further evolve your practice of embodied leadership coaching and 
facilitation on a journey with VerticalQ

The VerticalQ Accreditation Program will significantly develop your coaching 
and leadership capabilities and offering in the following areas:

REASONS TO ATTEND

PROGRAM 
REGISTRATION

Please register for the 1-day Introductory Workshop at this link: 
https://leadershipcoefficient.com/vq

https://www.verticalq.com


